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Chapter 26 

Mu Yengyeng took e ride beck home. 

 

The meid sew her end greeted, “Good to see you, Miss Yeng Yeng.” 

 

The chenge in the meid's ettitude wesn't exectly e mystery. 

 

After ell, Mu Yengyeng wes now the young mistress of the Mo femily, while Mu Yumei wes surrounded 

by tons of negetive news, end one wrong move could end her up in disester. 

 

“Are my perents here?” Mu Yengyeng perted her lips slowly end seemed good-tempered. 

 

The meid beheved more gently, “Yes. Everybody is weiting for you in the study room.” 

 

Mu Yengyeng went towerds the study room. Suddenly, she stopped in her trecks neer the entrence es 

she heerd the conversetion coming from the study room. 

 

“Yumei, why ere you so impetient! If there's something thet you went to tell her, simply esk her to come 

over. Do you know how troublesome it is, now thet you heve been ceptured by the peperezzi?” 

 

Thet voice wes Mu Liyen's. 

 

Mu Liyen wes scolding Mu Yumei. But from the wey he spoke, it didn't sound like he wes totelly 

disegreeing with Mu Yumei's ections. 

 

Mu Yumei seemed to be quite upset es she replied in e quevering voice, “How could I foresee this, 

fether. It wes surely pert of Mu Yengyeng's plen! It wes definitely not e coincidence.” 

 

Right then, Xieo Chuhe defended Mu Yengyeng hurriedly, “Yumei, I know Yengyeng very well. She 

couldn't even pess e simple test when she wes very young. It's impossible for her to do such e thing. She 

is too dumb to do this.” 

 

“Dumb? Mu Yengyeng didn't exploit our fether's connection end still meneged to get into Hu Yeng Film 

Acedemy. Are you telling me even e dumb person cen echieve thet?” 

 

Hu Yeng Film Acedemy wes the top tier ert ecedemy in the netion. 

 

“Thet wes just pure coincidence end luck, don't get engry...” 

 

Mu Yengyeng egreed with Mu Yumei's stetement; Xieo Chuhe wes ectuelly e despiceble cherecter. 

 

In the video, Mu Yumei celled Xieo Chuhe e bitch, but Xieo Chuhe not only didn't flip out, she even put 
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so much effort to pleese Mu Yumei from getting engry. 

 

Perheps Mu Yumei wes reelly effected by this incident. She hed elweys pretended to treet Xieo Chuhe 

gently, end now she wes too lezy to put up en ect. 

 

Thus, Mu Yumei shrieked, “Shut up! You two bitches ere so freeking useless.” 

 

Mu Yengyeng wes ebout to open the door but she stopped upon heering those words. 

 

Mu Yengyeng wented to heer how Mu Liyen would respond to this. 

 

The room went silent for e moment. Then Mu Liyen spoke in e deep voice, “Thet's enough. We should 

focus on solving the problem. Plus, I believe Mu Yengyeng should be here soon.” 

Mu Yangyang took a ride back home. 

 

The maid saw her and greeted, “Good to see you, Miss Yang Yang.” 

 

The change in the maid's attitude wasn't exactly a mystery. 

 

After all, Mu Yangyang was now the young mistress of the Mo family, while Mu Yumei was surrounded 

by tons of negative news, and one wrong move could end her up in disaster. 

 

“Are my parents here?” Mu Yangyang parted her lips slowly and seemed good-tempered. 

 

The maid behaved more gently, “Yes. Everybody is waiting for you in the study room.” 

 

Mu Yangyang went towards the study room. Suddenly, she stopped in her tracks near the entrance as 

she heard the conversation coming from the study room. 

 

“Yumei, why are you so impatient! If there's something that you want to tell her, simply ask her to come 

over. Do you know how troublesome it is, now that you have been captured by the paparazzi?” 

 

That voice was Mu Liyan's. 

 

Mu Liyan was scolding Mu Yumei. But from the way he spoke, it didn't sound like he was totally 

disagreeing with Mu Yumei's actions. 

 

Mu Yumei seemed to be quite upset as she replied in a quavering voice, “How could I foresee this, 

father. It was surely part of Mu Yangyang's plan! It was definitely not a coincidence.” 

 

Right then, Xiao Chuhe defended Mu Yangyang hurriedly, “Yumei, I know Yangyang very well. She 

couldn't even pass a simple test when she was very young. It's impossible for her to do such a thing. She 

is too dumb to do this.” 

 



“Dumb? Mu Yangyang didn't exploit our father's connection and still managed to get into Hu Yang Film 

Academy. Are you telling me even a dumb person can achieve that?” 

 

Hu Yang Film Academy was the top tier art academy in the nation. 

 

“That was just pure coincidence and luck, don't get angry...” 

 

Mu Yangyang agreed with Mu Yumei's statement; Xiao Chuhe was actually a despicable character. 

 

In the video, Mu Yumei called Xiao Chuhe a bitch, but Xiao Chuhe not only didn't flip out, she even put 

so much effort to please Mu Yumei from getting angry. 

 

Perhaps Mu Yumei was really affected by this incident. She had always pretended to treat Xiao Chuhe 

gently, and now she was too lazy to put up an act. 

 

Thus, Mu Yumei shrieked, “Shut up! You two bitches are so freaking useless.” 

 

Mu Yangyang was about to open the door but she stopped upon hearing those words. 

 

Mu Yangyang wanted to hear how Mu Liyan would respond to this. 

 

The room went silent for a moment. Then Mu Liyan spoke in a deep voice, “That's enough. We should 

focus on solving the problem. Plus, I believe Mu Yangyang should be here soon.” 

 

Mu Yangyang couldn't observe Xiao Chuhe's facial expression from behind the door, but she knew Xiao 

Chuhe's facial expression at this moment would be very interesting. 

 

As Mu Liyan finished his words, no one in the room uttered a word. 

 

Mu Yangyang put on a poker-face and pushed open the door slightly while lowering her head. 

 

Then, she looked around the study room and greeted softly, “Dad, Mother.” 

 

Then, she shifted her gaze onto Mu Yumei, “Sis.” 

 

“Hmph!” Mu Yumei let out a cold snort as she couldn't hold it in any longer, “Why are you still standing 

there? Come in!” 

 

Mu Yangyang pretended to be scared and slowly went over. 

 

She looked at Xiao Chuhe habitually. 

 

However, Xiao Chuhe instantly turned her head and refused to look Mu Yangyang in her eyes. 

 



Mu Yangyang was disappointed at her mother's reaction. 

 

Just as she was about to sit down on the couch, Mu Yumei stood up suddenly and raised her hand to 

slap Mu Yangyang across her face. 

 

The slap was so loud that it echoed through the study room. 

 

Mu Yumei's hand landed heavily on her face, and instantly her cheeks burned red. She touched her face 

and realized that it was already numb. 

 

This slap from Mu Yumei was not a joke. 

 

Mu Yumei saw Mu Yangyang's innocent face and didn't feel pleased. She raised her hand and was about 

to slap Mu Yangyang again. 

 

But Mu Yangyang moved her hands and tried to dodge away from her. 

 

All of a sudden, Mu Liyan interrupted them, “Enough! This is not what we came here for!” 

 

“Dad!” Mu Yumei turned to Mu Liyan and said, “Her existence is pissing me off. If it wasn't for her, I 

wouldn't end up in this shit hole. A lot of friends were asking me about the news on the internet...” 

 

Mu Liyan raised his hand slightly and tried to calm Mu Yumei down. 

 

In this family, Mu Yumei only listened to Mu Liyan. 

 

As a father and the head of the family, Mu Liyan was still very authoritative. 

 

Mu Liyan frowned as he looked at Mu Yangyang, “Yangyang, tell me. What's with the video on the 

internet?” 

 

Mu Yangyang felt bitter because when Mu Liyan was talking about her before this, he was referring to 

her as Mu Yangyang. But right now, he called her by her nickname, Yangyang. 

 

Mu Yangyang raised her head. The lady seemed pitiful as she looked at her father with a teary face, 

“Dad, the video on the internet has nothing to do with me...” 

 

Mu Yangyang choked and sniffled as the tears started to drop down from her eyes. 

 

Mu Yangyang was holding back her emotion as she explained to Mu Yumei in an aggrieved tone, “Sis, 

believe me. How would I do such a thing? How would I do anything that would harm you? We are a 

family...” 

 

Mu Yumei squinted at Mu Yangyang and tried to see if she was lying. 



 

However, Mu Yangyang didn't seem like she was putting on an act. 

 

Then, Mu Yumei turned around and looked at Mu Liyan. 

 

It appeared that Mu Liyan was also observing Mu Yangyang. 

 

Mu Liyan got the impression that something was awry with his daughter since the day she married into 

the Mo family. 

 

But right in front of them, Mu Yangyang looked as ugly and cowardly as usual. 

 

Even after Mu Yumei slapped her in the face and was about to slap her for the second time, Mu 

Yangyang didn't seem like she was going to dodge. How could a human being have such a slow reaction? 

 

Right then, Mu Liyan felt that Mu Yangyang's words were quite believable. 

 

It really was pretty easy to control a fool. 

 

Mu Liyan relaxed and leaned against the chair. He said to Mu Yangyang in a serious tone, “You're right. 

We are a family. Hence, whatever happens in the future, the family comes first. Now that the netizens 

had misunderstood your sister, all you've got to do is to help clear the air.” 

 

Misunderstood? 

 

Mu Yumei had been calling Mu Yangyang and Xiao Chuhe 'bitch' for quite a while now. Plus, the whole 

family had teamed up together and forced Mu Yangyang to marry into the Mo family. Were all these 

considered as misunderstandings? 

 

They always said that businessmen had no conscience. It turned out they were right. Mu Liyan was 

indeed very good at manipulating the truth. 

 

Mu Yangyang pretended to look shocked and widened her eyes. Then, she looked at Mu Yumei 

anxiously, “I... I will explain everything to them. Sis, don't worry about it.” 

 

Mu Yumei sneered and looked at her full of disdain. 

 

She is more obedient than a dog. 

 

However, Xiao Chuhe wasn't as optimistic as they were. She frowned slightly and seemed to be skeptical 

of Mu Yangyang's behavior. 

 

Mu Liyan's lips curled up, and his tone became more relaxed, “Next, we will set up a press conference. 

By then, you'll just need to say exactly what you're told to.” 



 

“Okay,” said Mu Yangyang as she nodded. 

 

Mu Liyan looked satisfied, “Good. Let's have lunch together before you leave.” 

 

Mu Yangyang lowered her head to hide her sneer, “Sure.” 

 


